We said our goodbyes and two months later I was
pleased to see an email from Mr Golf in my inbox
telling me how his golf had continued to improve,
so much so in fact that he had gone on to win a
seniors tournament! This really reminds us what
Solution Focused hypnotherapy can achieve and it is
brief! In four sessions Mr Golf made all his desired
changes and; signiﬁcantly went on to improve, as
we know he would - those dandelions continue to
take root. In fact Schwartz has himself touted the
beneﬁts of relaxation. Relaxation is important...

It helps us recharge and unwind, which is critical
to maintaining balance and restoring our energy
levels.
“So make sure you spend some time each day
relaxing and doing healthy wholesome things that
bring you pleasure, satisfaction and fulﬁlment.”
“The power is the focus!” Dr Jeﬀrey M Schwartz
We know what we do works and it is nice when
we have a story to share – our ‘sparkling moments’
as Susan Rodrigues calls them and further adding to
our store of powerful adjacent stories for clients 
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Dr John J Medina is a developmental molecular
biologist focused on the genes involved in human
brain development and the genetics of psychiatric
disorders. He’s organised the most up-to-date
information on how the brain works and how
people use it into 12 rules and one of the most
unputdownable and quotable books I’ve ever
read. You ﬁnd yourself having a conversation with
someone and one of Medina’s rules or explanations
just leaps back into your mind and helps explain
whatever it is you’re talking about.
He’s taken what could be a dry and dusty factladen tome and ﬁlled it with humour and numerous
examples that illustrate whatever point he’s trying to
make.
So what are the 12 rules? Medina summarises
them as:

Exercise boosts brain power

Sleep well, think well

The human brain evolved too

Stressed brains don’t learn the same way

Every brain is wired diﬀerently

Stimulate more of the senses

We don’t pay attention to boring things

Vision trumps all other senses

Repeat to remember

Male and female brains are diﬀerent

Remember to repeat

We are powerful and natural explorers.
What did I take away from the book? That the
prefrontal cortex governs executive functions such
as problem solving, maintaining attention, and
inhibiting emotional impulses. That the primitive
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brain’s functions are the four Fs: ﬁghting, ﬂeeing,
feeding, and reproductive behaviour. That the
amygdala allows you to feel rage, fear, or pleasure.
Or memories of past experiences of rage, fear, or
pleasure.
I liked Posner’s model of attention:
 The arousal or alerting network monitors
the environment (intrinsic alertness).
 The orienting network is where you focus
your attention on a threat (phasic alertness).
 The executive network decides what to do
about the threat.
Emotions get our attention. We get the meaning
before we remember the details. The brain cannot
multitask. The brain needs a break.
Kim and Diamond’s three-part deﬁnition of
stress:
1 There must be an aroused physiological
response
2 The stressor must be perceived as aversive.
3 The person must not feel in control of the
stressor.
The brain ﬁlls in the gaps that the blind spot in
the eye cannot see. People with Charles Bonnet
syndrome see lots of things that aren’t there.
Under stress, men ﬁre up the amygdala in the
right hemisphere, women use the left side. Men
remember the gist of things, women remember the
emotional details.
There are 280 brilliant pages in the book. And
when you’ve ﬁnished it, you can go on to enjoy Brain
rules for babies 

A

client we’ll call Peter was referred
to me presenting panic attacks and
general raised anxiety levels. He was
in his mid thirties and had been suﬀering
to the degree that he was actually signed oﬀ
work.
Peter was a model client who took the sessions very
seriously, although initially he was a little skeptical
about Hypnotherapy. However, he dutifully listened
to the CD every night, and also decided to start
attending Yoga with his wife with the result that his
panic attacks were soon greatly reduced.
This change was reﬂected in our sessions with a
new focus for his miracle question. He explained
how he used to run and how he would like to take up
running again. By session three he reported that he
had started exercising again on a daily basis and by
session ﬁve reported that the his weight was lower
than it had been for the last 10 years.
This success provided even greater motivation
and he decided to go back to the running club that
he used to run with on a Sunday morning. He ran
with the club a few times and mentioned that he
would like to get his time down as he was way oﬀ his
personal best and it had always been a dream of his
to do a triathlon!
We spoke about visualisation and how the brain
cannot tell the diﬀerence between imagination and
reality. I suggested that on the days he couldn’t run,
due to work commitments, he should visualise the

run instead. I jokingly said “imagine knocking 30
seconds oﬀ your time this week!” and he said he’d
be happy knocking 3 seconds oﬀ!
There was a timing clock situated at the end of the
circuit they ran on and he visualised what time the
clock would read at the end of the run. He couldn’t
wait to let me know (by text on the Sunday evening!)
that he had actually knocked 31 seconds oﬀ of his
time. He was now well on the way!
As the weeks progressed he knocked more time
oﬀ with each run and soon beat his personal best.
By this time he had also taken up swimming at
least twice a week as well cycling. The dream was
in sight!
Peter ﬁnished his sessions with me before he took
part in his ﬁrst triathlon but he did keep me informed
of his progress. Below is part of a testimonial he sent
me through, which is also on my website. So, in his
words:

“In addition, during my sessions, Sandra
showed me how the power of the sub-conscious
mind was able to help me visualise my way to
achieve anything I choose. I have since taken
part in 5 triathlons this year something I never
thought possible. Now I simply SEE the ﬁnish in
my mind and set oﬀ. The middle bit is easy.
I am now 100% an Ex-sceptic! Clinical
Hypnotherapy works, and Sandra has not only
given me my life back, but she’s added a turbo
button!” 
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